Welcome to the unit for SAP Business One, version for SAP HANA : Dashboards
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At the end of this topic, you will be able to discuss the options for creating dashboards for SAP
Business One and to create a dashboard in the Dashboard Designer tool of the Pervasive
Analytics application.

In this course we discuss how to connect SAP HANA to the one of the analytics tools used for
SAP Business One.
Specifically we will look at how to consume SAP HANA models with HANA SQL Scripts and
how to connect to, visualize and analyze SAP HANA models data with dashboards and
pervasive analysis.
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Several reporting tools are supported in SAP Business One, version for SAP HANA,
including:
Dashboards
Crystal Reports
Interactive Reports in MS Excel
Query Manager
Print Layout Designer (PLD) reports, legacy content from SAP Business One.

XL Reporter is not supported in SAP Business One, version for SAP HANA.
We will focus on dashboards in this topic.
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All SAP delivered MS DQL dashboards are available in SAP Business One, version for SAP
HANA. All dashboards were migrated to SAP HANA. Existing dashboards have queries which
use SAP HANA SQL Syntax. All queries for new dashboards must be HANA SQL. syntax
compatible.
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There are two options for designing SAP Business One dashboards that use SAP HANA as a
data source.
Option 1 is the SAP Crystal Dashboard, formerly known as Xcelsius. This tool can be used only
for dashboard design. You create the dashboard package with the dashboard package creation
wizard tool for deployment.
Option 2 is the Dashboard Designer Tool in Pervasive Analytics. This tool streamlines
dashboard design and run-time deployment for customers. Pervasive Analytics is an extreme
app only available in SAP Business One, version for SAP HANA.
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User experiences of the UI dashboard development are the same as previously with the SAP
Business One SQL server database and B1i framework.
How to design the dashboard for the query is still the same, even though the backend query
development is done in SAP HANA database.
Key point: The only differences in dashboard development exist in the info.xml file. Here in the
info.xml there is a new tag which indicates that the data source of the dashboard is from the
SAP HANA database and that a call should be made to the SAP HANA database. The value
must be Y (meaning yes) in this tag for the query to support SAP HANA. If you are an
experienced dashboard developer, then just add this tag into the info.xml file in the dashboard
package. Then the dashboard will execute on top of SAP HANA.
Besides that, the dashboard import/export is the same as before. During runtime the
dashboards is hosted by the Tomcat server. The B1i framework is not needed for the SAP
HANA dashboards, as it was previously with MS SQL Server dashboards.
However, keep in mind that all queries used by the dashboard must be SAP HANA SQL syntax
compatible. The queries are executed directly on SAP HANA.
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Crystal Dashboard provides easy to implement interactivity and animation to enhance
reports.
You can create easy-to use What-if scenarios.
With one-click you can send the output to SAP Business One (via the Crystal Reports
Integration) and multiple other applications such as Microsoft PowerPoint, Microsoft
Outlook, and Adobe PDF.
Crystal Dashboard gives you point and click connectivity to all types of data.
Crystal Dashboard allows you to have multiple panes with multiple data sources
However unlike SAP Business One Dashboard Designer, it requires a separate license
and additional cost.
In the graphic, you can see an animated Profit and Loss statement. Experience the easyto-use what-if analysis, by manipulating the button or sliders. See what happens with the
Net Income when the Growth Rate of our sales is around 10%, or if the % Cost of Good
Sold is reduced to 35%.
Choose the buttons on the graphic to switch from viewing the graph to viewing the data in
a tabular form.
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We used to only have Crystal dashboards, now we have a second option – pervasive analytics
dashboards. The Dashboard Designer is part of the new pervasive analytics application. Using
the Dashboard Designer, you can create charts for dashboards from your HANA views or user
queries, then use the dashboards in the cockpit, or embedded as a sidebar to business objects
such as the business partner master, or even for viewing in mobile applications.
To create pervasive analytics you must install Microsoft Internet Explorer 9.0 or higher and you
must have permissions to the Query Manager.
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Once you open the Dashboard Designer, there are three steps for designing a dashboard.
Step 1: Select a HANA view or a query from the query manager.
Step 2: Design the chart for your dashboard. Choose measures, attributes for dimensions, and
filters. Choose the appropriate chart type.
Step 3: Optionally link the chart to a form for a business object, such as the business partner
master.
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The first step in the Pervasive Analytics Dashboard Designer is to choose a data source.
Data sources include queries from the Query Manager, analytic views and calculation views.
You see the data sources listed by category. Open a category to view the queries or views for
that category. Click on a query or view to see the details.
The SQL query details appear in the top right corner of the Dashboard Designer window.
Query results appear below as a preview to help you design your dashboard. By default 20
records of the query appear. If you are working with a query from the Query Manager, you can
choose the option Edit Query in order to see more results or make changes to the query. That
option is not available for analytic or calculation views.
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The second step is to design the chart.
Once you have picked your query or view, you can begin designing the chart for your
dashboard. In this step, you choose measures and dimensions, set filters, and choose the
appropriate chart type for your data. Additionally, beginning with the 9.0 release, you can
choose a strategy for forecasting the data.
As you work, you will see a preview for your chart in the area on the right. At any point you can
change the chart type with the chart icon in the top right of the window.
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To select measures for your chart, choose a measure and drag it over and drop it in the Target
Measures. For each measure you can select the aggregation type. The choices are sum,
average value, or original. You can sort the data of the measures ascending or descending.
You can also change the name of the measure if you choose using the Name Customization
button.
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Next you can choose dimensions for your chart. Select each attribute to drag and drop in the
Target Parameters.
You can set a limit on the number of values to show for a dimension using the Limit to Top bar.
For example, you may wish to limit the information in the dashboard to the top 10 customers by
revenue or the 5 top-selling items.
Once you have added dimensions, you can preview the chart you are making.
If you have multiple dimensions, you can change the order of the dimensions by dragging and
dropping them into the preferred order.
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If you like, you can filter the data for your chart.
You can add filters by dragging a dimension into the filter editor. In the filter editor, you then
choose operations and values. In the example, we see what happens we choose the Date
Dimension and the operator Equal. Values are then available for selection.
Ranges are also available as filters. Once the operator Range is chosen, you will see the fields
From and To.
Once a filter is chosen, it is displayed in the Active Filter area, directly above the graph. The
effect of the filter is seen instantly.
You can use the Filter Editor to make changes. Users can drag or delete an active filter. To
change the filter, drag and drop it back into the Filter Editor.
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Beginning with release 9.0, you can create forecasts for existing data. Predictive analysis is
only available when the dashboard uses only DATE type dimensions and the chart type is either
a line chart or bar chart.
To create a dashboard with forecast: Create a chart with only DATE type dimensions. Then
select Forecast as the Strategy Type. Then choose from the line or bar chart.
The forecasted data displays in red. You can change the data to display the units as year,
quarter and month in sequence. Note that the only possible chart types for forecasts are line
and column charts.
You can choose the Advanced Settings to open up additional options for your forecast. You
can adjust three factors (alpha, beta and gamma) that are used in the calculation. More info on
how this works is found in the online help for the Predictive Analysis Library. You can also
adjust the amount of time used as the base for the prediction. The forecast uses the smallest
display unit of time for the forecast. You can choose how many of these units is used as the
base. For example, if you choose months, you can extend or decrease the number of months
used as a base for the forecast. Another factor you can adjust is the number of periods set to
be forecasted.
Note that to use this function, you must have installed the SAP HANA Predictive Analysis
Library first because the system uses the library to create the prediction.
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Once you have saved your chart design, you can choose Finish or go onto the third step of
linking the dashboard to a business object. If you choose Finish, you can always come back
and link your dashboard to an object at a later time.
To link the chart to an object, choose Add Links. You can choose from a list of supported
business objects. Users can see all the possible SAP Business One forms and all the possible
form fields which can be used for linkage. Forms available include marketing documents, item
master data, business partner master data and inventory documents.
Once you have chosen the object, you can link a field to one of the dimensions of your chart.
This will allow that dimension to be filtered by that value. For example, you could show sales
revenue in your chart. If one of the dimensions is the business partner, then linking that
dimension to the BP name field will cause the chart to only show data for that business partner.
When you finish linking the dashboard to the object, the chart will appear in a sidebar to the
right of the object’s form.
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When you finish linking the dashboard to the object, the chart will appear in a sidebar to the
right of the object’s form. Here we see the item master form with a sidebar displaying four
charts developed in the dashboard designer.
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For users to see the charts linked to business objects, you need to enable sidebars.
On the display tab in General Settings, mark the checkbox for enabling the sidebar in windows.
Note that dashboards display in mobile applications as sidebars.
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You can add your dashboard into the cockpit. Once you have created pervasive analysis
dashboard for a query, that dashboard is available in the dropdown list of the cockpit widget.
As usual, drag the dashboard widget into the cockpit. Then choose the Settings icon for the
dashboard widget. Select your dashboard in the list of available dashboards. As always you
can choose more than one dashboard. The dashboards appear one at a time. The user can
scroll through the chosen dashboards.
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In the Add Links window of the Dashboard Designer, there is a list of forms available for
linkage. If you wish to add additional forms to the business object linkage list or add fields for
making the linkage, this can be done via the Dashboard Manager.
Open the dashboard manager: Administration > Setup > Dashboard Manager. Go to the
Pervasive Dashboard tab. You can extend the list for more forms here. Choose the Download
Configuration File button for the upload and download options.
SAP has created a created an internal configuration xml file called b1PANAconfig.xml. This file
can be found under …\SAP\SAP Business One\Conf or you can download the current
configuration file from the dashboard manager. Users can extend to more SAP Business One
forms / fields by modifying this XML file, uploading it to the company, and then downloading it to
client side.
Note: Do not change the folder where you save the configuration file. Save the file to the original
folder, that is, to …\SAP\SAP Business One\Conf. Otherwise, sidebars cannot display correctly.
The SAP Business One, version for SAP HANA user guide has more details on this area and
other information on managing pervasive analytics.
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Only users who have access to the query manager can launch the pervasive analytics
dashboard designer. As shown in the graphic, a creator of pervasive analytics needs full
authorization to the query manager. To grant the authorization, from the SAP Business One,
version for SAP HANA Main Menu, choose Administration
System Initialization
Authorizations
General Authorizations. In the Authorizations window, select the user to
whom you want to grant the authorizations, and select the Full Authorization option for the
Query Manager.
Authorization for viewers is based on the queries viewed. If a user does not have permission for
the queries behind the pervasive analytics, the user cannot see the content of the pervasive
dashboards based on those queries. To grant query authorizations to users, first select the user
to whom you want to grant the authorizations in the Authorizations window, and then select the
Full Authorization option in Reports
Query Generator <query group>.
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When deciding whether to use Crystal Dashboard Designer vs. Pervasive Analysis, here are
some things to consider.
• Pervasive Analytics is only available on SAP Business One, version for SAP HANA.
Because it is an extreme application, it is not available with SAP Business One analytics for
SAP HANA when you are using a Microsoft SQL database.
• Pervasive Analytics is extremely easy to use. Any query created in SAP Business One can
be used to create a dashboard quickly using the wizard for dashboard design. Anyone can
be trained within a few minutes to use the tool.
• Pervasive Analytics can be access from any device that uses HTML 5.
• Pervasive Analytics can be embedded in SAP Business One forms. For example, a query
on Customer invoices could be embedded in Business Partner Master data so that users
could quickly view invoice information on each customer’s master data record.
• Pervasive Analytics supports forecasting as well as current data. Pervasive Analytics also
allows you to create KPIs.
• Crystal Dashboard Designer supports “what-if” analysis.
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Open the Dashboard Designer. Choose the calculation view created in unit 5 as the data
source. Select all three measures. Select the date as a dimension. Then filter by Business
Partner Group – choose any that you like. Choose an appropriate chart type.
If you wish, since you are using a date, you can choose the Forecasting Strategy Type to see
the effect on your chart.
Open the Advanced Settings to see how you can adjust the prediction.
Save the chart. Then set the chart to be visible in your dashboard widget.
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Reporting tools supported in SAP Business One, version for SAP HANA include:
dashboards, Crystal Reports, Interactive Analysis in MS Excel pivot tables, and print layout
designer.
All dashboards are available with SAP Business One, version for SAP HANA.
Two tools are available for dashboard design: Pervasive Analytics and Crystal Dashboard
Designer.

This concludes the topic of Dashboards in SAP Business One, version for SAP HANA. Thank
you for your time.
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